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(ABSTRACT)

The use of flux-splitting techniques on the Euler equations is considered for high
Mach number, high temperature flows in which the fluid is assumed to be
inviscid air in equilibrium. Three different versions of real gas extensions to the

y
Steger—Warming and Van Leer flux-vector splitting, and four different versions
of real gas extensions to the Roe flux-difference splitting, are compared with re-
gard to general applicability and ease of implementation in existing perfect gas g
algorithms. Test computations are performed for the M = 5, high temperature
flow over a 10-degree wedge and the M = 24.5 flow over a blunt body. Although
there were minor differences between the computed results for the three types of
flux-splitting algorithms considered, little variation is observed between different
versions of the same algorithm.
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I II

I. INTRODUCTION
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which has been evolving for the past 25

years, has reached a point in maturity where it plays a significant role in the
aerodynamic design process [1]. In particular, for hypersonic flows, a renewed

interest in such high speed vehicles as the National Aerospace Plane, NASP, and

the Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle, AOTV, requires the use of CFD since

experimental facilities presently available are unable to generate the high Mach .

number, temperature, and Reynolds number conditions necessary to accurately

model the flow field around such craft. In general, such flows will require the

solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with the inclusion of non-equilibrium

chemistry to accurately predict the effects of dissociation and ionization produced

by very strong shock-induced heating. However, over a large portion of the flight

regime, inviscid flow in chemical equilibrium is a reasonable assumption since the

shock and boundary layers will be confined to a small region close to the vehicle

[2]. As a result, the Euler equations, with an equilibrium chemistry model for the
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K
equation of state, will provide a reasonable first approximation for hypersonic

i
flows. The success of CFD in simulating such high Mach number flows will
largely depend on how well algorithms handle the generation and propagation of

very strong shock waves.

ln the 1960’s and early 1970’s, two approaches to numerical shock modeling were
developed, shock fitting and shock capturing. Shock fitting procedures, normally
applied to the non-conservative form of the Euler equations, specifically allow for
discontinuties by tracking them and solving the appropriate jump relationships
within their vicinity rather than solving the differential equations. Shock cap-
turing methods, on the other hand, produce the correct weak solution of the
governing differential equations as a natural consequence of solving them in
conservation-law form, as proved by Lax [3] in 1954. lnitially, shock capturing
schemes had some practical success, but in regions where discontinuities should

have been observed, the numerical solution would display a transition region of ·

either a shallow slope or a steep slope with spurious oscillations [4]. These results
are directly attributable to the fact that most early Euler solvers used central
space derivatives, such as the MacCormack algorithm [5], which was considered

to be the "workhorse" of the CFD aerodynamic community in the 1970’s due to
its ability to predict compressible, supersonic inviscid flowfields. These early al-

gorithms were directly modified to account for real gas effects by the addition of

a chemistry subroutine, which determined the pressure as a function of state at
each mesh point [6]. The details of these modifications are discussed by Moretti
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et al. [7] for shock-fitting procedures, and by Kutler et al. [8] for shock-capturing
methods.

ln the last decade, shock capturing methods attained mathematical respectability,
due partly to the reinterpretation of the numerical equations as integral rather
than differential laws, leading to what are referred to as finite-volume schemes,
and partly to the incorporation of ideas drawn from the theory of characteristics,
which form the foundation for upwind schemes. Upwind methods attempt to
recognize the direction of information propagation in accordance with character-
istic theory, and then form spatial derivatives biased in the signal direction. An
advantage of one-sided spatial difference Operators, as discussed by Beam and
Warming [9], is that they are often desirable both along fixed external boundaries,
and along moving internal boundaries (such as shocks), where a spatially cen-
tered scheme would require one or more points inside or across the boundary.
The disadvantage of an upwind scheme is that it is more economical computa- ‘

tionally to implement in non-conservative form, which requires the use of a
shock-fitting algorithm. However, no sufficiently general shock-fitting approach
able to efficiently handle complex shock wave interactions has been developed at
present. A general discussion of recent work on shock fitting methods appears in
Moretti [10]. ln conservation form, upwind approaches generally require two to
three times more arithmetic operations than central-difference methods. How-
ever, the increase in computational time per iteration can be offset by an im-
proved steady state convergence rate as well as greater applicability to more
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general problems without resorting to the use of adjustable parameters [11], such
as artiticial viscosity.

Lax [12] proposed a generic form for a finite difference approximation to the

conservation law

(1.1) U, + F(U)x = O

as

(12) U”+‘—U”— Alp —F 3‘ 1 ‘ 1 Ax 1+1/2 1-1/2

where F can be evaluated with any number of differencing formulas utilizing

points (..., j-1, j, j+ 1, ...) . Lax indicated that this form of the difference equation

inherently satisfies certain physical properties. First, conservation is enforced

since eq. (1.2) states that the amount of U in the jth cell at time n +1 is equal to
2

the amount of U in the jth cell at time n plus the net change in U during the time

period t due to the flux of U through the cell boundaries. Second, by evaluating

the flux at j + 1/2, eq. (1.2) guarantees that the flux out of cell j through the face

at j-/— 1/2 will exactly equal the flux into cell j-1-1 through the same face.

Equation (1.2) is also the formulation for tinite volume methods and may even

be considered representative of upwind schemes, provided the fluxes at j+ 1/2

and j-1/2 are evaluated accordingly.
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Upwind schemes were initially devised for explicit algorithms, a history of which
is detailed by Steger and Warming [13]. Initially, only explicit schemes could be
used because of hardware constraints on computer memory and speed. With the
increased efliciency of hardware, implicit methods became more attractive since
they are not constrained by the time restraint of explicit methods, and thus are
able to achieve steady-state solutions more economically.

lt is a well known fact that the characteristic wave speeds for the 1-D Euler
equations are given by u, u +a, and u-a, where u is the local velocity and a is the
local speed of sound. Thus, in subsonic flow, i.e. u < a, there will exist both left
and right running characteristics associated with waves propagating with positive
and negative speeds. In order to apply upwind methods to flows which contain
subsonic regions, the flux terms (and their Jacobians for implicit time
discretization) must be differentiated accordingly. The desire for more robust
algorithms that incorporate the principles of characteristic theory led to the for-
mation of flux-vector splitting and flux-difference splitting. The common goal of
all flux splitting algorithms is to combine the two distinct sets of state quantities
on either side of a cell interface into one set of normal fluxes through the interface
[14].

Flux difference splitting constructs the cell interface fluxes by solving the associ-
ated Riemann problem, i.e. solving eq. (1.1) with piecewise uniform initial states
on either side of the cell interface [1 1]. This approach was originally proposed
by Godunov and was advanced by Roe, Van Leer, Harten, Osher, Chakavarthy,
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1 Woodward and Collela, and others [15-22]. In each of these approaches, either
an exact or an approximate solution to the Riemann problem at each cell is con-

structed. A physically correct value for the flux vector is found by solving the

Riemann problem [14]. However, the exact solution of the Riemann problem is

wasteful in two respects. First, it requires an iterative procedure. Second, it

provides more accuracy than is needed to form the fluxes at cell interfaces. In

practice, an approximation to the Riemann problem is sufficient. For the Euler

equations, the solution to the Riemann problem consists of three waves centered

at the cell interface, as shown in figure 1. The outer waves are either shock waves

or rarefaction fans while the inner wave is a contact discontinuity [11]. The

flux-difference splitting method of Roe [21] uses an approximation to the

Riemann problem, the details of which are given in chapter 3.

The basic idea behind flux-vector splitting is to construct a stable upwind differ- _
ence scheme for a set of hyperbolic conservation laws containing both positive

and negative eigenvalues [11]. This is done by splitting the flux vector into two

parts

(1.3) F = Ft + F-

such that all the eigenvalues of öF+/ÖQ are non-negative and all the eigenvalues

of öF‘/ÖQ are non-positive. The most popular of these schemes are those of

Steger and Warming [13] and Van Leer [23].
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Initially, all flux splitting algorithms were formulated using the assumption of an
ideal equation of state. Several comparisons of these formulations have been
made, including those by Anderson et al. [24] and Van Leer et al. [14].1
Anderson’s results showed that, when applied to the Euler equations, the split-

1
tings of Van Leer and Steger-Warming generate essentially the same results, ex-

t cept for the appearance of a glitch in the Steger-Warming algorithm at sonic

1

points. This is caused by the fact that the forward and backward fluxes are not
differentiable when an eigenvalue changes sign. Also, the Van Leer splitting

1 forms a shock structure over fewer interior points than the Steger-Warming
splitting. The comparisons by Van Leer et al. show that Roe’s method more ac-
curately represents the shock and boundary layers formed by a Navier-Stokes
flow than does Van Leer’s flux-vector splitting.

ln extending these methods towards the goal of accurate hypersonic predictions,
several authors [6, 25-28] have derived real gas versions of the Steger-Warming
and Van Leer flux-vector splittings and the Roe flux-difference splitting. As
noted by Montagne [29], the absence of an analytical equation of state makes the
use of upwind techniques more appealing since they require fewer
thermodynamic computations than other methods.

The goal of this work is to compare these various formulations in conjunction

with the two-dimensional Euler equations, with the intent of determing the gen-

eral applicabilty as well as the programming effort required to implement these
algorithms. Detailed analysis of the original perfect gas derivations and the real

7



gas formulations will be given in chapter 3. Comparisons of the real gas algo-
rithms will be made using the test cases of a simple supersonic 10 degree inlet
ramp and a hypersonic blunt body, with the equilibrium chemistry model pro-
vided by the curve-tits of Srinivasan, et al. [30]. A discussion of the solution al-
gorithm is given in chapter 4 along with the computational results.
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II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Euler Equutious

The Euler equations are a coupled set of nonlinear equations which describe the
motion of an unsteady, inviscid, adiabatic, compressible fluid flow. Physically,

they represent the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy within the flow. ·

Since they are derived for a continuum fluid, forms may be derived which are
valid for both reacting and non-reacting flows. The differential vector form of the
two dimensional Euler equations in a conservative, Cartesian reference frame is

given as

ÖQ ar ac;.1 —— —— —— = 0 ,(2 al az + ax +aywhere
Q is the vector of conserved variables

9



i P
pu

(2.lb) Q = ,
pv

pE

and F and G are the corresponding fluxes

pu pv
2pu + p puv

(2.16) F = , G = .
puv pvz -1- p

¤(pE + p) v(pE + p)

The equations, presented in non-dimensional form, were done so by a reference
length Z and by freestream values of density pw and velocity ür: such that

7 7 Z700 7 Z700 7 7 EGO 7 7

where the overbars represent dimensional quantities. Non-dimensionalization of
the governing equations is important for various reasons. Non-dimensional var-
iables will have roughly the same order of magnitude, thereby decreasing numer-
ically induced round-off errors. ln addition, non-dimensional variables eliminate
the risk of using inconsistent units. The equations are presented in strong con-
servation law form (SCLF), rather than primitive variables, i.e. [p, u, v, p]T, so
that all flow discontinuities will evolve numerically as part of the solution process.
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In order to close the system, an equation of state is defined as

(2-2) p = p(p,@) .

where the functional dependence of p can be determined from any real gas model
such as an equilibrium air curve fit [30] or an equilibrium free-energy minimiza-
tion [31].

2.2 Generalized Coordinates

Since eq. (2.1a) can only be used in conjunction with Cartesian grids, they are
generally transformed from the physical (x,y) space to the curvilinear, computa-
tional (f, rg) space by the mapping ·

(23) é n = v(><.v) -
By applying the chain rule of differentiation, i.e.

L - L Löx ’ éx ag +"*a„*
(2.4) L = C L + ,7 Löy " öé " öv ’

to eq. (2.1a), the governing equations in the (é, r;) coordinate system become

ll



öQ ÜF ÜF ÖG ÖG(2.562) ät -1- fx ÖC + 71,:% + C}? + 7]},% — Ü ,

_ Ä - Äéx —_ 9 1 9
(2.5b) ÖH Ö?)

HyEquation(2.561) 06111 be simpliücd 10 yield:

öä öl? 66 _(2.Öd) öl + öé + ÖH - 0 ,

where

9

- 1 9¤
(2.6b) Q = 7 , ”

pv

pE

pü

(2.66) F = = _ ,|v§| pm + éyp
ü@E+p)

12
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p17

_ |v«| 11;+ 11,,6 lvnl pu¤+1‘,.¤(2·6d) G = -1.- = T- 1
IVr7 I pv17 -!— Üyp

17(pß + P)

with the contravariant velocity components, 17 and 17 , defined by

(2.7a) L7 = Exu—I—Eyv ,

(2.7/7) 17 = 5xu—!—üyv ,

7 and the direction cosines defined by

' _ fx T _ éy€x — T- 1 CJ, — T- 1IW! IW!(2.76) ._ Üx _ 7,}*
X

—— —~ 7 — —~ 'IVW! y IWI
This transformation, consistent with the work of Viviand [32], maintains the

SCLF of the governing equation (2.1a). Note that in subsequent sections the
overbars will refer to quantities in generalized coordinates, unless specifed other-
wise.
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2.3 Finite Volume Representation

In two-dimensional space, the integral conservation law can be written:

d
__

A(2.862) ——fffQo'r+jff•ndS=Odz R S

where Q is defined by eq. (2.1b), J-; is defined as:

ow f=Ü+d,

where F and G are given by eq. (2.1c), and ri is defined as:

(2.86*) ri = nxi +nyi .

Applying the integration in eq. (2.8a) to a quadrilateral mesh, the following
discretization is obtained: F

4
i3—[<Q>AV]+2[<Fn +Gn >AS]f = 0,(2.9) ät {:1 " y

¢’=ji 1/2,/<i 1/2 ,

where

< Q > represents the average Q in the cross·section (volume),

< F, G > represent the average F, G on the cell edge (surface),
AV represents thecross-sectional area (volume) of the cell i, j,

I4



AS represents the length (surface area) of edge K, and
nxlny represent the Cartesian components of outward facing surface

normals.

This discretization corresponds to a cell-centered, finite volume formulation. The
semi-discrete representation (2.9) may be rewritten in a form analogous to the
differential form (2.6a) as:

5 - (1Ü+l/2 ‘ F}—l/2) (Ö-/<+1/2 “ Ök—1/2)
2.10 —— · ——i——i *———l— = Ü ,

where F and Ü are defined in a manner analogous to eqs. (2.6c) and (2.6d), re-
spectively, and Q- is defined as:

— 1 . 1 AV2.10/; < > = < >—:, th —:=————.( ) Q Q J W1

JEq.(2.10a) is equivalent to the expression:

ät Ai A27

which is similar to a finite difference formulation. Substituting eqs. (2.6c) and

(2.6d) into (2.10a) results in an interpretation of the metric terms as the directed
areas of the cell faces, i.e.

(2.12)

15



IW!
JIVHI Ag _ (AS _ 2 21/2 A _ AXZ A 21/2J kjl/2 — )ki1/2 — <xC+yC)ki1/2 '7 — ( + Y )ki1/2

And the direction cosines of the j i 1/2 face normal to the C and 71 directions, as:

(2.13)

y Av A2 W 2 1/2 y
2 1/2IV:] [X2, +y„] A11 [AX +Ay]@2 > XM

4 Ayql/X

where the quantities above are evaluated at j i 1/2. The directon cosines of the
k i 1/2 face normal to the C and 27 directions are, respectively:

(2.14) 2

—· k+1 2 "' k+1 2 ‘ — “ -—IV"' ../ x -/

> XM Ax? kjl/2 = ('Y )ki1/2 = Q: "——"—— = ¥
·< IWI y

[X?wherethe quantities above are evaluated at k i 1/2. The values of Ax and Ay in
eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) are obtained from the relations:

16



2 Ä

(ßxbiizz = (x)ji1/2,k+l/2 ‘ (x))i1;2,1«-1/2(2.1561) (AJ/)jj1/2 = (J/)j_-+:1/2,k+l/2 — (Y))i1/2,16-1/2

and

(Ax)ki112 = (x))i1/2,;+112 — (x)ki1/2,;-1/2(2.15b) (AJ/)1«i1/2 = (y)ji1/2 ,;+1/2 — (V)16i1/2,;—1/2 ·

2.4 Flux-Splitting in Gerzeralized Coordinates

Since flux splittings [13,21,23] are derived in a Cartesian reference frame, upwind
schemes can only be applied to multidimensional curvilinear coordinates if the _
corresponding fluxes of eqs. (2.11c) and (2.11d) are transformed into a locally
Cartesian coordinate system. Considering the { direction only, one must first find
a rotation tensor Tsuch that: “

pi?

- püz +p(2.20) TF ~ _ .
püv

17



“
A 1

Thus, it is necessary to transform from the C, n reference frame to a new frame
C, rf, defined as:

¤•¤ E — A — A

f=IW!(2.21) __
_-uA

1 = 1—— = vxl + tt,.1 ,lV·1"‘l
By definition,

f*•1* = Gxü +GÜ = 0,(2.22a) __ _ _j ff A AZ ><1 = (Gxt1x·Gx>’1x)/< = k »

which yield the system:

E,. E,. al; 0 A(2.22/2) _ _ _* = ,

with the solution

Ü; = —G „(2.226) __ _ y
G, = Gx -

Thus, eq. (2.20) will be satisfied by choosing T such that:

is



1 0 O 0 1 O 0 0
0 E,. Ey 0 0 E,. Ey 0(2.23) T = _ _ = _ _ ,OV/xvyü O—§y€,y0

O 0 O l 0 0 O 1

which can be used to form the local Cartesian flux F' :

pt?
_ _ |€5| püz + p(2.24) F = TF = -7- __

püv

ü®E+p)

where

(225)

v*Nowthat the rotation tensor T has been obtained, applying flux-splitting proce-
dures to the Euler equations in generalized coordinates becomes straightforward.
Multiplying eq. (2.1la) by the tensor T and incorporating the fact that

the following expression is obtained:

0 — Ö: — __ 65 — ÖET(2.26) ät (TQ)+ Ag (TF)- T An -1-F A; ,

19



which can be written as:
@Q“° 5;F*2.27 —— l =( ) Ö! + A6 RHS ,

where F' is defined by eq. (2.24) and Q' can be defined by:

P

2 28 " — ° — 1 — 1 pg
(.) Q-TQ-TQT——: _.

pE

Eq. (2.27) can now be split in the usual manner:

(2.29) F' = F'++F" ,

yielding the expression

ÜQ* ÖC ·+ —-
(2.30) ät + (F -1-F )- RHS,

After obtaining the split fluxes Fi, it is possible to transform eq. (2.30) back to:

ÜÖ Öé —+ —· ön —(2.31)

(Fwhere

(2.32) Fi = T"F’i' .

20



Thus, the Flux vector F has been split by applying the transformation matrix T—‘

to the locally Cartesian Flux vector F'. A similar procedure is employed to split
the Flux vector Ü.

21
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III. FLUX SPLITTINGS

For clarity, the following nomenclature is used in the discussion of the ten flux—
splitting algorithms considered:

SWI Steger-Warming-type flux-vector splitting of Grossman and

Walters [6,25]

SW2 Steger-Warming-type flux-vector splitting of Liou et al. [26]
2 SW3 Steger-Warming-type flux-vector splitting of Vinokur and Liu[27]VL1

Van Leer-type flux-vector splitting of Grossman and Walters [6,25]

VL2 Van Leer-type flux-vector splitting of Liou et al. [26]

VL3 Van Leer-type flux-vector splitting of Vinokur and Liu [27]
Roel Roe-type flux-difference splitting of Grossman and Walters [6,25]

Roe2 Roe-type flux-difference splitting of Liou et al. [26]

Roe3 Roe-type flux-difference splitting of Vinokur and Liu [27]

Roe4 Roe-type flux-difference splitting of Glaister [27]
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3.1 Steger- Warming Flux- Vector Splittiug

Steger and Warming [I3] developed a flux-vector splitting for the Euler equations
assuming a perfect gas law for the equation of state, i.e.

(u2 —l— v2)(3-1) e=(v—1)p[E—-——? ,

in terms of the conserved variables Q. With this form of the state equation, it can
be shown that the flux vectors are homogeneous of degree one, i.e.

(3.2) F= AQ and G = BQ ,

where A and B, the Jacobians of eqs. (2.la)-(2.1c), are defined as:

ÖF ÖG3. = ——— d = —··— .( 3) A ÖQ an B ÖQ v
In the following discussion, only the A Jacobian will be considered since similar
results can be obtained for the B Jacobian. In their derivation, Steger and
Warming utilized the homogeneity property in splitting the fluxes by
diagonalizing the Jacobian A :

(3.461)

AwhereS is the similarity matrix whose columns are composed of the right
eigenvectors of A :
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· I

l 0 l 1
u 1 u —I— a u — a

(3.4b) S = ,
v 1 v vqz

v H -I— au H — au

and A is the diagonal matrix of the wave speeds of A :

/].1 O 0 0 ll 0 O O

O Ä2 O 0 0 U 0 O(3.46) A = = ,0 0 Ä3 O 0 0 u —I— a 0
0 O O A4 O O 0 u — a

with 62, the speed of sound, defined as:

(3.5) 612 = % = y(y— l)e .
~

They then split the matrix A into positive and negative contributions such that:

(3.661) A = A+ + A‘ ,

by splitting the individual wave speeds, A, :

1. 1 I AI(3.6b) A? = #-T; .

The split fiuxes are then formed such that:
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Fi = SAiS”1Q
(3.761) _ F [Ii i i

where

1 1

9 — 1) P p P A P(3·7b) F F, =—· ,1 I;
V 3 4

v2
H i- ua

and the A; are given by eq. (3.6b) with

(3.76) „l1=u, l3=u—I—a, )„4=u—a.

The Jacobian A for a real gas in equilibrium, derived in appendix A, is givenby:O

1 O 022 pe q pe pe pep —-u +——(———e) u(2———) —v—— —
(38) A = P P 2 P P P° — uv v u O2

where

‘ Ö Ö(3.9) and pp:-äh,.
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The terms pp and pp appear because the equation of state is no longer a simple
analytical function of p and e. As a result, the Euler equations no longer remain
homogeneous of degree one for a real gas, and thus the equalities of eq. (3.2) are
invalid. In order to utilize flux-splitting for a real gas, an alternative to eq. (3.2)
is required.

3.1.1 SW1 - Splitting by Grossmarz and Walters

Grossman and Walters [6, 25] sought a splitting that could be readily applied to
existing perfect gas algorithms. Based on the local parameterization of the state
equation by Colella and Glaz [34], they introduced an equivalent y defined as:

~ ~ mw) ·(3.10) y = y(p,e) = 1+ jp- .

In terms of y and its derivatives, the sound speed a can be expressed as:

(3.11) 6120

and the Jacobian matrix A, as:
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0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
„, ~1000 ~E—q2uv—1(3.12) A = A -1- peyp — eye ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

110 0 0 11(E—q2) 112 11v -1.1

„ (T „ ö”
where 1,,, and

O 1 O 02q „. .„ .„~ (?—1)j2·——¤2 (3—v)¤ (1—v)v v—1
(3.13) A = .— 11v v 11 0

¤[(¥—1)<12——¥E] H+(1—¥)¤2 (1 —?)¤v Fu

The eigenvalues of the matrix Ä are:

(3.14) = 11, 11, ll+Z, ll-; ,

where

~ ?F(3.15) G2 = .

Grossman and Walters determine that Ä satisües the following property:

(3.16) F = ÄQ .

Although eq. (3.16) is an accurate representation of the flux F, the matrix Ä is
not the flux Jacobian ÜF/ÖQ. Thus, splittings based on the sign of 2 may not
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physically agree with splittings based on the true wave speeds, /1. A discussion
on the effects of this approximation are given in chapter 4. The matrix Ä can be
diagonalized:

(3.17) Ä = §Ä§" ,

where .9 and Ä are defined by eqs. (3.4b) and (3.4c), respectively, with two ex-
ceptions. The sound speed, 62, is replaced by Zi and the total enthalpy, H, is re-
placed by H, defined as:

„. ~2 2(3.1861) Hv -1 2

where

(3.18b) qz = 662 -1- v2 .

The resulting split fluxes are expressed as:

Fi = §Äi§"Q(3.1962) „ „,+ „, „+ „ ~+= + + ,

where
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1 1

~ „ _ 1 u „ u i-
, F3,4=*£:' ,

V v ZV v612 ~ ~E- H i- ua

and the jl? are given by eq. (3.6b) with

This form is identical to the perfect gas form, eq. (3.7b), with a modified defi-
nition of E and 5.

3.1.2 SW2 - Splitting by Lion, Van L66r, and Slzuen

Liou et al. [26] factored the Jacobian A into two matrices, each containing only
derivatives with respect to ,0 or 6 such that:

(3.2061) A = A8 + Ap ,

where

(3.20b)
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I

0 1 O 026 p 2 pe q pe pe pe
A: pu—I—p(2 e)u(2—p)—vp p

8 — uv v u 02 H—u2% —uv% u(1+-äpi)

contains the derivative pp, and

0 0 O 0
pp—% 0 0 0(3.2OC) Ap =

O O 0 O
0 0 0

contains the derivative pp, where pp and pp are defined by eq. (3.9). The
eigenvalues of these matrices are :

(3.2161) l(A) = u, u, u-4-61, u—6z,

(3.21/2) Ä.(Ap) = u, u, u+61p, Zl—d€,

(3.216) l(Ap) = 0, 0, 0, O,

where the speeds of sound, 61 and ap, are now defined as:

322) 2—l?!-I — +——p’°€
( ° a a ——

X — pp 9
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2 - L L2. - 2 - - L(3.22b) ap-p(p+1)-61 (pp p).

They then define F to be the sum of homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts :

(3.2362) F = F), -4- F ,

(3.23b) F,,=AQ, F'=—ApQ .

Since A has a complete set of eigenvectors, it can be diagonalized by eq (3.4a)
with S now given by:

1 O l 1
u l u -4- 62 ll — 62(3.24) S = ,
v 1 v v02 ppp

v H—l—62u H—au .C

• ppp ,and A still defined by eq. (3.4c). For a perfect gas, the term (6 — jp-) 1S zero
· and eq. (3.24) reduces to eq. (3.4b), as expected. Utilizing eqs. (3.6), the homo-

geneous flux-splitting is found to be:

F} = SAiS'lQ(3.2562) — pi li F li— Flh1+F3h3 + 4n4»

where
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1 l
pp u p p u -3 a
C1 v 0 v A

PPPE — —- H 3 ua
P6

and the li are defind by eqs. (3.6b), (3.7c), and (3.22a).

Since Ap does not have a complete set of eigenvectors, the flux F cannot be split.
As a result, Liou et al. proposed that the F' flux be included using central differ-
encing, resulting in the pseudo-splitting:

(3.26) Fi = F,i + é-F .

3.1.3 SW3 - Splitting by Vinokur and Liu ’

Vinokur and Liu [27] expressed the state equation in a slightly different form as:

(3-272) F = P(P„ P2) = P(P» E) ,

with its derivatives defined as:

ÖP 2(?>·27/9) X — Ela — PP—‘;PP»
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ö(3.27c) K = Eélp = %p€ ,

where pp and pp are defined by eq. (3.9). The derivatives K and X must be evalu-
ated with e rather than 6, since that is how p is determined in the equilibrium air
curve fit [30]. Defining the specific enthalpy as:

(3.28) 11 = ,

the speed of sound can be expressed as:

(3.29) az = X + Kh .

Algebraic manipulation indicates that eq. (3.29) is equivalent to eq. (3.22a).
Vinokur and Liu also introduced the variable I", defined now as:

2 .
- Ä(3.30) F — lp .

Ref. 27 used the notation y for this variable. In our notation, the Jacobian matrix
A is given by:

3

0 1 0 0qz
3;-112-]-K3- u(2—K) —vK K

(3.3161) A = ,— uv v u 0qz
—uvK u(l +K)
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with the corresponding right eigenvector matrix S:

l 0 1 1
u I u —l— a u - a

(3.3lb) S = ,
v 1 v vC12 XT-? v H—1-au H—au

In a previous derivation by Vinokur [35], the left and right eigenvector matrices,
S" and S, were used to form projection operators, P, :

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(3.32) S“1P,S = 0 0 0 , S“1P3S = 0 1 0 , S"1P4S = 0 0 0 ,

0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 1

which were used in constructing the split flux of eq. (3.7a), with

1 1
(1- _ 1) u p u i a(333) F1=i———ß

V » F3,4=T V »
E az H +“ mr — 1) — ““

A? defined by eqs. (3.6b), (3.7c), and (3.29), and l" defined by eq. (3.30).
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3.2 Vuu Leer Flux- Vector Splittiug

Van Leer [23] developed a perfect gas flux-vector splitting for the one-
dimensional Euler equations with the conditions that:

(1) F(Q) = F‘“(Q) +F‘(Q),
.. @1*+ .(11) must have all exgenvalues 2 O,

(iii)
% must have all eigenvalues 3 0,

under the restrictions that:

(l) F¢(Q) must be continuous, with

F+(Q) E F(Q) for M 2 1,

F·(Q) E F(Q) for M 3 -1,

(2) The components of F + and F · must mimic the symmetry of F with
respect to M (all other state quantities held constant), i.e. 1

MM) = nä Fr( —M) 11 F).(M) = i Fk( -M)„
(3) must be continuous,

G
(4) -%]:5

must have one eigenvalue vanish for IMI < 1,
(5) F=*(M), like F(M), must be a polynomial in M, and of lowest possible

degree.

Van Leer notes that restriction 1 ensures that the flux-vector splitting leads to
standard upwind differencing in supersonic regions, Restriction 4 makes it possi-
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ble to form stationary shock structures with a maximum of two interior zones,
and that restriction 5 guarantees the uniqueness of the splitting.

In terms of the density p, the Mach number, M, and the sound speed a, the full
flux F can be written as

JQ paM
(3.34) F = F(ß)¤)M) = 73 = MMZ + ä) .

3 p 2 y — 1

where y is the constant ratio of specific heats and a is defined by eq. (3.5). Ap-
plying restrictions 1, 3, and 5, Van Leer concluded that F+ must include a factor

(M + l)2 while F- must include a factor (— M + l)2, resulting in the mass flux
splitting

(3.35) gi; ig;-(M-_L—l)2, |M|<1 ,

the momentum flux splitting

(3.36) E jfilzu — (u $ 261)/)/] , IMI <l ,

and the energy flux splitting

2 27 (/Ei)3.37 —E——————. |M|<1.( ’ Ä 26 — 1) )q1
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Van Leer concludes the derivation by proving that For IMI 3 1, the non-zero
eigenvalues of are both positive while the non-zero eigenvalues of are
both negative For the range 1 3 y 3 3.

3.2.1 VL1 - Splitting by Grossman and Walters

Utilizing the equivalent sound speed E, defined by eq. (3.15), the procedures given
above were extended directly to real gases [6,25], with the Full Flux F now given
as:

Ji pälvi
~ ^' 1„ ~ JE P¢2(M2 + T)(3.38) F = F(p,a,M) = = ~,„ V ,

jß pvaM

y — 1

where v is given by eq. (3.10) and lvl, the "equivalent Mach number", is defined
as:

(3.39) lvl = :—‘f- .
CZ

Since the Flux vector F is in a Form equivalent to the perfect gas form of eq. (3.34),
the Flux-vector splitting for a real gas becomes:
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Ä ” 2Ä: i 4 (M i 1)
4 fg fiiliu ·— (2 =»*« 2äWJ

3.4Ü F- = = .( ) /4 4;:,,
(G — 1)u izäjz 1 2fl- fit ——*· + 3* V2(V ·· 1)

3.2.2 VL2 - Splittirzg by Liou, Van Leer, and S/men

Liou et al. [26] present a derivation for a family of flux choices that are both in-
dependent of the equation of state and do not require the use of the approximate
wave speeds, eq. (3.14). As in the perfect gas case, the mass flux splitting is de-
fined:

(3.41) E = i%(Mi 1)2 ,

where a, the true sound speed, is given by eq. (3.22a). The authors note that since
ft is quadratic in (M i- 1)2, its slope vanishes as M —» T 1, resulting in smooth
switching in sonic regions (Fig. 2), unlike the Steger·Warming splitting (Fig. 3).
Consequently, the rest of the fluxes are derived in terms offi The x-momentum
flux ß can be expressed as:

(3.42) JQ = pu2—1-p = upaM +p .
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Since the first term on the RHS is already in terms of JQ, all that is needed is to
find an expression for p in terms of (M -1- l)2 and ( M — 1)2 . The authors pro-
posed the function:

(3 43) .v=x[(M+1)2—(M— 1)2]+y[(M+ 1)2+(M—1)2]_
=4xM-1—2y(M2+l) .

Letting M =0, they obtained:

1y = T10 v
1x = — TpM .

Thus, p can be expressed as:

P(3.44) p= —-E-[/{‘”(—u+2a)+jf°(—u—2a)].
pa

Substitution into eq. (3.42) yields the f; splitting ‘

P
(3.45) PM

= FEM — (M T ZM)/V] „

where F is defined:

2
- ff.(3.46) F —

P .

The y-momentum flux JQ, expressed as:

so



(3.47) jg = puv = VpüM ,

can be split directly from eq. (3.41) such that:

— (3.48) 5* = 5% .

The energy flux jf can be expressed as:

(3.49) jf; = puE-4-pu = ,061EM -4-pu .

Liou et al. assumed a quadratic function in u for pu that, because of symmetry,
has the form:

(3 50) pu = fT(lu2 + 22222161 -4- 22612) +j'{(Iu2 — 2mu61 -4- 22612)
· = (I -4- 222)pu3 -4- (222 -4- 22)pu612 .

They chose to eliminate ,0113 by letting:

222 -4- fl =
#07

,Pa _

resulting in the f? splitting:

(3.51) jf = j‘{i[H — 222(u T 61)2] ,

which actually defines a family of splittings determined by the parameter 222 . The
Van Leer splitting was obtained by requiring that the terms in the brackets of eq.
(3.51) form a perfect square, resulting in the following expression for m :
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Laz
(3.52) /71 =

f .
1 + 2a

3.2.3 VL3 - Splittiug by Viuokur und Liu

In compliance with the restrictions stated in section 3.2, Vinokur and Liu [27]
obtained relations for the split fiuxes fä , f;, and f; that were identical to those
of Liou et al., e.g. eqs. (3.41), (3.45), and (3.48), with I" defined by eq. (3.30).
The choice for the energy fiux, based on satisfying conditions of continuity and
symmetry, was defined as:

[(V—1)¤ir2¤]2 1 2 az 3
3.3(5)fiwith

a defined by eq. (3.29). This represents a choice of m = in eq. (3.50).
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3.3 Roe’s Approximate Rieman Solver

The one—dimensional Euler equations, i.e.

@Q ar3.54 ——- — =( ) öt + Öx 0 °

P Pu

Q= ru, F= ß¤2+ß,
ßE ¤(pE + R)

can be linearized:

ÖQ öF ÖQ ÖQ ÜQ(355) öt + ÖQ öx
_

ät +A Öx
_0°

Roe [21] developed a perfect gas flux-difference splitting for eq. (3.54) by ap- _
proximating the linearization of eq. (3.55) as:

ÖQ A ÖQ(3.56) ät -1-A öx -0 ,

where the matrix A has been replaced with a locally constant matrix
A),

deter-
mined by satisfying the conditions:

(i) The mapping from vector space Q to vector space f is linear,
(ii) AS Qt —* QR —· Q, A(QL, QR) —* A(Q), Where A = ÜF/ÖQ,
(iii) For 3HY QL, QR, QR) X (QL “ QR) = FL ’ FR,
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(iv) The eigenvectors of Ä are linearly independent,

with the subscripts L and R indicating left and right fluid states, respectively.
Roe notes that condition (ii) maintains consistency with the governing differential
equation, while condition (iii) ensures that Ä satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot
shock jump condition. The Roe-averaged matrix Ä is defined as:

0 l 0
A

^(357) A= (v—3)·— (?>—v)¤ v—1 ..6.62 2 .62 .62 .62 .-7jT+ 0-2)*; 7j+ (3 -22*)*5- vu

where the hats imply evaluation at a Roe-averaged state. Since conditions (i) and
(iv) ensure that the matrix Ä has three independent eigenvalues, the matrix Ä can

be diagonalized:

(3.68..) Ä = § Ä §" ,

with Ä, the diagonal matrix of wave speeds, given by:

.2 - .2 0 0
(2..586) Ä = 0 .2 0 ,

0 0 .2 + .2

and S and Sd, the right and left eigenvectors of Ä, respectively given by:
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1 . 1 1
(3.626) 5 = 62 — 62 62 62 + 62 ,

Ä ÄÄy— 1 2 2 ·y — 1 2

{2 V — 1 {2 1 62 y — 1*T1+-l'T --;-1-1-*-17 Ä261 <
2 62 262 61 gßz

^ — 1 ^2 {2 (V — 1)
2 82 a2 82

62 V —1 62 1 62 V — 1
262 2 61 262 <

( )
62 > 2622

By using parameter vectors, Roe determined an appropriate averaging that as-
sured that the linearized solver would satisfy conditions (i)-(iv). The only condi-
tion not satisiied by a simple algebraic averaging of the left and right states is (iii),
the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump condition. By expanding the matrix equations
of condition (iii), Roe was able to directly solve the resulting algebraic equations
for the appropriate averages. Multiplying Ä by A(Q), where

(3-59) A(°)=(°)1z—(°)L»

the first two equations can be written as:

(3.60) 6 A(pu) = ,3Au -1- {2Ap ,

(3.61) A(pu2) = 2ß{2Au -1- {22Ap .
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Substituting ,5 from equation (3.60) into equation (3.61) results in a quadratic
equation for Ü:

(3.62) Ü2Ap - 2ÜA(pu) + A(pu2) = 0 .

Solving for the negative root of Ü by expanding the A( •) terms yields:

. _ pi/ZML + pllzup(3.63) Ll — .
PL + PR

Substituting equation (3.63) back into equation (3.60) and solving for ß yields:

The third equation that results from multiplying ÄAQ is essentially an expression
for the Roe-averaged speed of sound. Substituting eqs. (3.60) and (3.61) into the
third equation gives:

AA2 _ A (V"‘l) 3 A3 AA2(3.65) pa Au — y[Aup — uAp] -1- —T- [Apu — u Ap — 3pu Au] .

Expanding the right hand side of eq. (3.65) using the ideal gas law and eqs. (3.60)
and (3.61) yields:

A2 PLPR + PRPL V — 1 pip??(uR ‘ “L)2
(3.66) pLpR(1 =')/*"——:———+-‘T—;·—·—T .pL pR (PL + PR)

Eq. (3.66) can be simplified considerably by introducing a Roe-averaged total
enthalpy defined as:
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A2 A2^ -L L.(3.67) H—y_l+2 .

Substituting ä from equation (3.66) into (3.67) yields:

•

P1. +PR

with the stagnation enthalpy defined as:

2 2
-L. L. ‘H - V _1 -1- 2 ,

The Roe—averaged speed of sound, Zi, is then found from eq. (3.67) as:

A2 ^ A2(3.69) a =())——l)H—T .

Once the Roe-averaged conditions are known, the flux can be obtained from ei- °

ther the left or right fluid states such that:

(3.706) F(QL,QR) =FL-l- §Äl-)§-1 AQ ,

(3.7013) F(QL,QR)=FR— §Äl+).§-‘ AQ ,

where Al-) and Al+) are given by:

A 1A1 A 1A1(3.71) 16+):;-, Al-)=—l——.2 2
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Equivalently, by averaging eqs. (3.70a) and (3.70b), the flux at the interface be-
tween two Riemann states can be expressed as:

A ^ A__1(Qu QR) ‘?<FL+FR”'” S IAI S AQ)
(3.7261) 3

1 A

i=l

where

ApAA

A A Ap|AF1|=IuI ¤<Ap——A;)
a

(3.72/»> A A _ A2.2 p 82

A ^ ^A 1
^ A A i ^ ^|Ap2’3| =

|„lt„|{.·i%‘.} Mid _2“ H A aa A
In a numerical scheme, F(QL,QR) is used to represent the flux found at the inter-
face between grid cells, while the volume—averaged flow variables extrapolated to
the cell faces from the left or right side represent the Riemann states. It should
be noted that the cell centered values obtained from the above relations are only
accurate to first order.

Although Roe’s approximate solution to the Riemann problem is strictly valid
only for the one-dimensional case, it has been extended to multi-dimensions by
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assuming that conserved quantities in grid cells are only affected by Waves prop-
agating normal to the cell interfaces. Thus, velocities parallel to the cell interface
are ignored and any difference in the parallel component is assumed to take place
across the contact surface. The resulting tWo-dimensional flux-difference split-
ting, Ali , is given by:

Ap
Ap—^u<Ap

—·{’\<Aß

- A ,6AAA
(Z

A2 A2 A AAAA2 Cl

1A A A A A ^ ^A A AA ,261 A V
H i 6769 ·

With

(3-7441) p= (pLpR)V2 A
1/2

+
1/2(3.746) 62 = APL + PR

1/2 + 1/2(3.746) 9 = APL +PR
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1/2 1/2^ _ PL HL + PR HR(3.74d) H - ,
PL +PR

2 2 2_ a u -1- vH 1 -1- ——·——2 ,

A A2 A2(3.746) $2 =

(V3.3.1R061 - Splittirzg by Grossman and Walters

Grossman and Walters [6,25] developed a one-dimensional, real gas, flux-
difference splitting based on the parameter vector approach taken by Roe [21] for
a perfect gas. In one space dimension, the parameter vector is given by

W1 1
(3.75) W = W2 = pl/2 M .

W3 H

The parameter vector W is used to obtain the Roe averaged matrix Ä by first
finding intermediate matrices Ä and Ö, which satisfy

(3.76) AQ = ÄAW and AF = (3AW,

and then eliminating AW to obtain
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l

(3.77) Ä = ÖBTI ,

which satifies

(3.78) AF = ÄAQ ,

where A( •) is defined by eq. (3.59).

They note that for a perfect gas, Q and F are quadratic in terms of the compo-
nents of W. This will not be the case for a real gas, however, since the absence

of an analytical equation of state prohibits the expression of the pressure solely
lll t€I'1'I1S of the COI'I1pOI'l€I1[S of W, 85 C8I'1 be 56611 by 8g81I1 lI1[I'OdL1C1I1g 8I'1 equiv-

alent 5, defined by eq. (3.10) such that:

5 — 1 puz .P 7 T(PH 7T)(3.79) ~ 2F 7 (PPP1 3 7‘—“
-'y 2

The appearance of 5 in the expression for p complicates the use of the parameter
vector in obtaining the matrices B and Ö, which require the calculation of the
jump in p, Ap, and thus the jump in 5 , A5. By assuming that the jumps in 5 will
always be relatively small, they obtain the relation:

so



^ — 1 A A AAp = LT- (w3Aw1 — w2Aw2 + w1Aw3)(3.80) ’
I+ ßA? + O(4?)2 Av(v — 1)

which still requires an approximation for the term A5.

This was achieved by approximating the differential equation for )7 ,

^ A1(481)F Av

developed by Colella and Glaz [34] for the isentropic flow of a real gas, by

A ^ A(332) Av = ($-1%-%-]% AF Av

where §¤ and lk are the arithmetic averages

A TL + TR
(3 83) y : TT ’

•
IQ — FL + FR

and l" is again defined by:

2(3.84) 1* = ,

si



where a is the true sound speed defined in eq. (3.11). They further assume that
Ü is nearly equal to IL, such that a small parameter 6 can be introduced as:

(3.85) 6=<%--1)%-,l" V

resulting in the expression:

A- 1 A A A(3.86) Ap = Lr(1—6)(w,Aw, — w2Aw2 + w1Aw3) .
V

Utilizing this definition for Ap, they obtained expressions for Z3 and (Ü', which
upon substitution into eq. (3.77) yield:

(3.87)

O 1 O .
^ A A A A2 A A A A A AA (V- l)(l -8V) »A3A A ^ A ^ A A A2 A AA(y — l)(l Hu H- (y - l)(l - 6)¤)u [1-

6(ywhereÜ and H are the usual Roe averages, defined in eqs. (3.63) and (3.68). The
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ä were found to be:

j•1’2'3=ü—ä,

Q,and
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1 l 1
(3,39) $1,2;,: 1}-5 O F2 O Ü-+8 ,fr- 66 -3 19+ .16

With ci defined as:

A2 A A ^ 122cz = (y—l)(l -6):) H-T
3.90( ) _ 0 — wr Ü .12

This formulation degenerates to the original results of Roe for the case of a per-
fect gas, in Which $1 = IQ = y.

To complete the derivation of Roe’s approximate Riemann solver, AF must be
projected onto the eigenvectors of Ä such that · ‘

3
A

= ,1,8}, gi , O
i=I

Where the 6}/ s are the strengths of the Waves travelling With speeds The 6}/ s,
found by diagonalizing Ä With eqs. (3.58a), (3.58b), (3.89), and (3.90), are given
by:
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3(3.92)
l“

2062 = $[61 Ap—Ap].

Since this formulation corresponds to the original developement of Roe, the
interface fluxes can be computed from eqs. (3.72a) and (3.73)-(3.74d), with the
exception that 62 must be computed from eq. (3.90) rather than eq. (3.746).

3.3.2 R0e2 - Splitting by Liou, Van Leer, and S/zuen

Liou et al. [26] determined Roe’s flux—difference splitting for the one-dimensional
Euler equations by satisfying

(3.9362) AF = AAQ ,

(3.93b) .3 = ,

Ö = é(QL>QR) >

where A( • ) is defined by eq. (3.59) and the flux Jacobian A is given by eq. (3.8).
To define the matrix Ä, they sought expressions for the independent averages
0,62 , @,1*2 ,,19, , and bp. Noting that the mass-flux equation in (3.93a) is auto-
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matically satisfied for any average state, they chose to satisfy the momentum-fiux
equation with:

(3.94) Aptt = ,3Au+ tQAp ,

(3.95) Apt} = Zßz/2Au + tQ2Ap .

These two equations can only be satisfied with the averages Ü and ,8 previously
defined by eqs. (3.63) and (3.64), respectively. By assuming that

(3.96) Ape = ;/5Ae+ é·\Ap ,

which is satisfied by:

. 42% + plßepÜ = ,
FL +FR

the second equation of (3.93a) becomes:

RHS = Apuz + (_ßeAe +ßpAp) ,
LHS = Apu2—l-Ap ,

which leads to the expression:

(3.98) Ap = _ßeAe+ßpAp .

The third equation of (3.93a) is satisfied by setting: .

(3.99) ApuH = p\ÜAu+ÜApH ,

ss



with H defined by eq. (3.68).

Liou et al. note that while the relation of total enthalpy H to the other flow
quantities holds pointwise, it does not necessarily hold for the average state
quantities. Similarily, while p=p(p,e), it does not necessarily follow that
p = p(p , ä). Likewise, pp and pp must be defined separately from pp and pp.
They proposed a formula that used derivative information at the average state
(p , G) by introducing the intermediate states:

(mwanddividing the residual of (3.98), i.e.

öp = Ap—ppAp —p'@AP A

equally over the terms pp and pp such that:

ppAp = ,5pAp -1- 0.5Öp
A

ppAp = p'pAe+0.5Öp .

This results in the expressions: °

A 1 (Ap -17,,Ap) _pe = v(3.10161) __A = L (Ap—peAP) pppPP 2 Ap P ’

when A6 sf O , Ap ;-P O, respectively, and
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iß = .5 >(6.101/;) pe _“
pp l 9

when Ae = O , Ap = O, respectively. The choices for pp and pp were made by this
author, as no such provision was made in ref. [26].

Although explicit definitions for p and 5 are not needed to obtain the averages3 p , 5 , 5 , Ü , pp , and pp, used to evaluate the average fiux Jacobian matrix Ä, they
are needed for its diagonalization. Using eqs (3.117) and (3.118e) to define
5 and p, respectively, the flux-difference splitting by Liou et al. was found to be
exactly the same as Glaister’s, e.g. eq. (3.122), with the exception that pp and pp
are now defined by eqs. (3.101a) and (3.101b).

3.3.3 R0c3 - Splittiug by Viuokur und Liu 3

Vinokur and Liu [27] developed their flux-difference splitting by also seeking ap-
propriate averages that would satisfy eqs. (3.93a)-(3.93c). As a result, they ob-
tained the relationships of eqs (3.74a)-(3.74d) for p , 5, 5, and ISI, respectively.
However, by defining their equation of state with eq. (3.27a) rather than eq. (2.2),
they obtained the following expressions for the Roe-average sound speed, 5 such
that:
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1

(3.102) 82 :51+125 ,

and the jump in p, Ap such that:

(3.103) Ap = QAp + 1%A 6 .

Although these expressions appear simple enough, the formation of the averages
Q, 1%, and IQ are quite cumbersome. Utilizing the definitions of eqs. (3.74b) and
(3.74d), IQ is readily found to be:

1 1»1’2111 + 111121111PL
"l"PR 10L+2p+pR

Vinokur and Liu note that li could lie outside the range of hL and hR if Au is
sufficiently large. The values of Q and 1/ii were obtained by projecting the average
state given by R and L onto the straight line defined by eq. (3.103), which yields: A

DA + A A(3.10511)K
Ap -1- 62 Ap

where the arithmetically averaged sound speed, Z2', is defined as:

- l(3.105b) dz = -5 (dä -1- dä) ,

and the coefficient D as:
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- L ä & L L L -4(3.1056)

D-Sinceeq. (3.105a) becomes indeterminate for Ap, Ap —> O, as is the case for the
freestream, the roe—averages for 1% and Q were formed by evaluating eqs. (3.27b)
and (3.27c) at the left states.

3.3.4 R064 - Splitting by Glaist61·

Glaister [28], following a similar course of reasoning as that used by Roe and Pike
[36] for an ideal gas, developed an approximate Riemann solver for the one-
dimensional Euler equations with a general convex equation of state, i.e. eq. (2.4).
The one-dimensional flux Jacobian A was defined:

0 1 02_ 2_& - 2 26-ü A2.(3.l06)A= “ “ 12(H P1 P 12 ,2

with eigenvalues A, such that:

ll,

and right eigenvectors 6,:
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1

1 1 1
(3.108) 21: u-1-61 , 22: u—a , 23: u ,

2
H -1- ua H — ua H —P2

where 61 is defined by eq. (3.22a) and p, ,pp are defined by eq. (3.9).

As in the work by Roe and Pike, Glaister sought coefficients 06, , 062 , and 0c, such
that for states QL , QR close to an average state Q, the relation:

3
(3.109) AQ : 20%

j=1

would be accurate within O(A2), where A( •) is defined by eq. (3.59). Expanding
eq. (3.109) yields the following algebraic relations:

= @1 + (X2 + @3 , .

(3.110b) A(pu) : 0cL(u-1-a) -1- 0c2(u—a) + 06301 ,

Paz(3.1106) A(pE) = 0¢1(H+au) -1- 0c2(H—au) -1- 0z3(H—TD—) .
E

Utilizing eq. (3.22a), eqs. (3.110a)-(3.110c) can be solved sirnultaneously such
that:

(3.11161) 0:1 : (Ap -1- paAu) ,
Za
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(3.111b) 0:2 = -li-(Ap—paAu) ,261

A(3.111c) 0:3 = Ap--? .
a

It can easily be veritied that these 0:, also satisfy:

3
(3.112) AF = Zilociel- .

i=I

For the general case of two arbitrary states QL , QR that are not necessarily close,
Glaister found averages ß , Ü , E ,ß ,,8/3 ,ße in terms of the states QL, QR that sat-
isfied the relations:

~
A A(3.11361) AQ = 2:0:3% ,

/=l

3
A(3.113b) AF = Emi?) ,

i=l

where

(3.114) Ö1L_L,3=ü+ä, ü—ä, 19,
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1 ~
I

1 1 1
(3.115) $1,2,3: 8+8 , 8-8 , 8 ,

AA2H+ 88 H- 88 H-ä
P6

(2.1168) 81G

(3.11617) 82 : ä?(Ap— 88Au) ,
(1

^(3.1166), 063 = Ap—7? ,
G

and

(3.117) 82 : %+8,,.
P

With suflicient algebraic manipulation of eqs. (3.113a) and (3.11317),, the follow-
ing averages are obtained:

(3-118¤) ß=(12LP12)1/2 3
1/2 1/2A _ PL “L + P12 1*12(3.118b) llPL

+P12

1/2 _,_ 1/212.1118) 8: ———-"Ljg "§,fR ,
PL +P12
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(3.1 18d) H = ,
PL +PR

A _ A ^ A 1 A2(3.1182) p-p H—2—E-u ,

with the jump in p defined:

(3.119) Ap = p\eA2+p\pAp .

Thus, the only differences between G1aister’s and the perfect gas approximate
Riemann solver are the presence of the terms pg and pp, which he chose to ap-
proximate by:

(3.12061)

A I I 1 ·2.1 p(p11A
1 l 1pp 1 @1)] 1 @1;) + p(p11@1)]) 1

if A2 ;é 0 , Ap qé O, respectively, and

A I21 = j[p.1(p11@)+1>.1(pR1@)]
(3.120b) A 12,, = j [1¤,,(p 1 @1) +1¤,,(1¤ 1 @11)] 1

if A2 = 0 , Ap = O, respectively.
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Glaister notes that if the equation of state can be separated into a series of terms
such that p = R(p)E(6) where R, E depend soley on p, 6, respectively, then eqs.
(3.12021) and (3.120b) become

A — AE .= R —— 1fA 7é O(3.1216) pe _A@ Q
RE’(6) ifA6 = 0 ,

ßp tmp 660(3.1216) Ap
ER’(p) if Ap = 0 ,

where A( • ) = (• )R — (• )L, as before, and (F) = ä [( • )L -I- (• )R], the arithmetic
mean.

With the averages of eqs. (3.116a)-(3.121b), the full flux can be obtained from
eqs. (3.)-(3.) with the two-dimensional flux-difference splitting, AR, now given by: —
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ApA __.

^u<Ap—A
A Ü|AF1| = Ial A

a
(3.122) A A A A2(Ap — fg-><H— -1- pi/iAv

Ü pe

l
A A

A ,2a V
^ AAH i ua

with ii given by eq. (3.74c).

3.4 Extension to Generalized Coordinates - An Example

The extension to generalized coordinates is easily obtained by incorporating the
results of section 2.4 with the various flux-splittings detailed in sections 3.1.1
through 3.3.4. For an example, the Van Leer flux-vector splitting of Grossman

and Walters (VL1) is considered.
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Noting that eq (3.38) is in a form similar to eq. (2.24), eq. (2.29) can be applied
directly to eq. (3.40), yielding the result:

6*
Wél f?[(?—l)üi2Z]/F

(ama) F'*1

201- 1> 2
with

(3.123/3) J? =(I

Utilizing eqs. (2.32) and (2.23), the split flux Ä; can be expressed as:

(3.124) ,3*: 7—,q*{——;,———-5,„—v;y}.

Substituting E and v' from eqs. (2.12a) and (2.25) into eq. (3.124) yieldsz

(3.125a)

— Wil —*+2” — — —— — ——Bi = + (ugx + — (— ug}, + végéy} ,

which can be simplitied to obtainz
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2”
E = .

Similarily, the split fluxf; can be expressed as:

(3.12661)

—
I_‘;?I

—"—l—2~ — — —— - --hf; = + (ug! + vC}’)é}’ — (— ui? + véßgéx} >

which can also be simplitied to obtain:

— IW I — ‘ + 2” —(3.126b) fg = —TVgr(%Léy+ V] _

Thus the generalized split-flux is expressed as:

<

— —
-1- 2~ -

(3137)‘ 1 + ’

[G — 1)ü LL 2512 V22* ————2T2 1 1 3*(6 · )

which contains none of the rotation tensor terms, e.g. v' or rf.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Solution Algoritlzm

The various Flux algorithms were implemented in a general, two-dimensional Fi-
nite volume, Flux split computer code called ANSERS, developed at V.P.I. &
S.U. by Prof. R. W. Walters. Originally, the code only contained perfect gas _
versions of Van Leer’s [23] and Roe’s [21] Flux-splitting algorithms. Included in
the code are various time integration and relaxation schemes, such as
vertical/horizontal line Gauss-Seidel (VLGS/HLGS), Runge·Kutta, Approximate
Factorization (AF), and a space-marching algorithm based on line Gauss-Seidel
iteration. All of the algorithms in the code are in a cell—centered, Finite volume
formulation in general curvilinear coordinates.

The Flux calculations at cell Faces were computed using MUSCL differencing, i.e.
the conserved variables Q were extrapolated to the cell interfaces , in an upwind
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or upwind biased direction, prior to calculating the fluxes, as opposed to
non-MUSCL differencing in which the fluxes themselves must be extrapolated.
Values of the conserved variables at the cell faces were obtained by extrapolating
the variable Q = [p, pu, pv, p, 37, l“]T from the cell centers to the cell faces, as
in refs. [6, 25], by the use of:

- l[Qt 1+1/2,) = {I + q [(1 — ¤)V + (1 + ¤)A]}Qt,_ j(4.1)
+ 1[Qt ]t+i/2, j = {1 — j [(1 + ¤)V + (1 —— ¤)A]}Qt,__l_ j „

where

(4

j = Qer, j
_

Qei—1,j ’

and 6 controls the spatial accuracy of the scheme. °

The flux-splitting in the C — direction is based on the testing of the Mach number:

— :7

where ü is the contravariant velocity component at the cell face normal to a line
of constant f, defined in eq. (2.7a), and a is the sound speed associated with a
given splitting, i.e. SWI, VLl, etc. A similar relation holds for the ry — direction.
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The partial derivatives pp and pp, required by several of the flux algorithms, were
obtained by analytically differentiating the pressure curve fit of reference [30].

4.2 Supersonic Irzlet Problem

Initially, the flux-splitting algorithms were tested on a high temperature internal
flow through a simple inlet, which consisted of a l0° compression followed by a
l0° expansion, both of which were symmetric with respect to the centerline. The
lower half of the symmetry plane was modeled with a grid that contained 201
points in the axial direction and 51 points in the normal direction. The grid was
exponentially stretched near the compression and expansion corners in the axial
direction and was clustered near the wall in the normal direction, as shown in
Fig. 4, in order to more accurately resolve the oblique shock and the expansion
fan. At the inflow boundary, all thermodynamic properties were held fixed at the

W

reference conditions of Mpp = 5, ppp = latm., and Tpp = 3573°K. Since the out-
flow is supersonic, no conditions were required, and all properties were extrapo-
lated from the interior. On the surface, wall tangency was imposed along with
requiring that the values of enthalpy, pressure, and entropy be set equal to the
first cell-centered value off the wall. Along the grid centerline, symmetry condi-
tions were enforced. In the axial direction, second order upwind MUSCL dif-
ferencing (6 = — 1) was used to extrapolate the variable Q, from the cell centers
to the cell faces, while third-order upwind biased MUSCL differencing (6 = 1/3)
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was used in the normal direction for all cases. A so-called catastrop/zic limiter
was used to reduce the spurious oscillations associated with higher-order shock
capturing schemes. This limiter reduced the accuracy of the scheme to first order
in space in regions of large gradients, when a higher accuracy would result in a
negative pressure.

Since the flow remains supersonic throughout the inlet, the solution was obtained
using the space-marching algorithm contained in ANSERS. This algorithm
would take an incremental step in the axial direction and perform VLGS until a
specified convergence was achieved before taking the next axial step. The con-
vergence criteria for all cases was that the normalized residual be reduced to at
least 5.E-O3. All ten algorithms exhibited similar convergence rates, in terms of
the number of iterations required per station. On average, 9 iterations were re-
quired per axial station.

The surface temperature distribution is plotted in Fig. 5 for theSteger-Warming-type
flux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type flux-vector split

scheme, and the Roe-type flux-difference split scheme, all from Grossman and
Walters [25]. All solutions show excellent agreement with respect to the exact
equilibrium air solution shock and expansion locations, and good agreement with
regard to the post-shock and post-expansion temperature levels. Only small var-
iations in the solutions from these methods are distinguishable. The post-shock
region of Fig. 5 is shown on an expanded temperature scale and an expanded
axial scale in Fig. 6. The axial scale is expanded by plotting versus station num-
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ber rather than x/L, thereby increasing the spacing at the compression and ex-
pansion corners, where the grid was stretched exponentially. Although the
differences in the solution are not significant, it is interesting to note that the
Steger-Warming-type and the Van Leer-type flux-vector splitting results are very
similar. Between similar splitting types, the differences between the temperature
solutions are nearly indistinguishable. The surface temperature distributions for
the three different Steger-Warming type schemes, SWI, SW2, and SW3, are

l plotted in Fig. 7. The results from the three different Van Leer-type schemes,
VL1, VL2, and VL3, are presented in Fig. 8, and the results from the four Roe-
type flux-difference schemes are given in Fig. 9. Similar results are obtained for
the other flow variables, as can be seen in the plot of surface pressure distrib-
ution, Fig. 10, for the three schemes SWI, VL1, and Roel by Grossman and
Walters [25]. The temperature contour for the supersonic inlet problem is given
in Fig. 11 while the pressure contour is given in Fig. 12. In summary, no signif-
icant Variations between the various splittings are discernable for thisproblem.4.2

Hypersonic Blunt Body Problem

Since very little difference was observed in the solutions for a completely super-
sonic flow, the test case of hypersonic flow over a cylindrical nose followed by a
5° compression ramp was considered since it would contain a subsonic flow re-
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gion. The inclusion of a subsonic region prohibited using the space-marching al-
gorithm. Consequently the global iteration strategy of VLGS, which requires
considerablly more computations, was utilized to test the flux-splitting algo-
rithms. As a result, a relatively coarse grid of 81 points tangent to the surface
and 41 points normal to the surface, as shown in Fig. 13, was used. The grid was
slightly clustered near the surface. On the inflow boundary, all thermodynamic
properties were held fixed at the reference conditions of
Mw = 24.5, pm = 52.63 pa., and TM = 268.57°K. Along the symmetry line and
on the surface, wall tangency was imposed along with requiring that the values
of enthalpy, pressure, and entropy be set equal to the first cell—centered value off
the wall. Again, since the outflow boundary is supersonic, all properties were
extrapolated from the interior. In both the normal and tangential directions,
first-order MUSCL differencing was utilized to extrapolate the variable Q, from
the cell centers to the cell faces for all cases. Attempts were made to obtain a
third-order spatially-accurate solution on the grid in Fig. 13 by using converged ‘

first-order solutions for initial conditions. However, the normalized residual
would rise and then sporadically increase and decrease, with no set pattern.
Other authors [37] have noted that solutions to extrerriely high Mach number
flows are extremely difficult to obtain. Although not presented, solutions were
obtained for both first-order and third-order upwind biased MUSCL differencing
for the test case with freestream conditions of
Mw = 15.0, pw = 52.63pa., and Tw = 268.57°K. Since freestream conditions
were specified everywhere for initial conditions, the initial time step was restricted
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to a value of 0.0005. Larger time steps immediately produced negative pressures.
This restriction resulted in a drastic increase in the number of iterations required
for convergence, which was on the order of 6000 for VL1. As such, it was de-
cided to use a converged solution from VL1 as the initial condition for all of the
other algorithms. It was determined that a time step of 0.0005 could be used to
start both a Steger-Warming·type scheme and a Roe-type scheme from
freestream conditions. All the comparisons of the methods for this Mw = 24.5
hypersonic blunt body problem were done with first-order spatial accuracy. It is
expected that the conclusions regarding the comparison of the methods will also
hold for higher spatial accuracies.

The symmetry line temperature distribution is plotted in Fig. 14 the Steger-
Warming·type flux·vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type flux-vector split
scheme, and the Roe-type flux-difference split scheme, all by Grossman and
Walters [25]. The results of Fig. 14 indicate a crisply captured bow shock. In ‘

Fig. 19, the surface temperature distribution is plotted for the Steger-Warming-
type flux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type flux-vector split scheme, and the
Roe-type flux-difference split scheme, all by Grossman and Walters [25]. Again,
no significant differences are observed between the three different schemes, other
than the appearance of a glitch in the temperature distribution in the Steger-
Warming type solution of Fig. 19 at sonic conditions, a previously documented
result [14]. It should be noted that in order to compute this case with the Roe-
type splitting, a form of artiticial viscosity had to be incorporated in the form of
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adding a small number 6 to the wave speeds vl, [38]. Thus, the values IÜI and
Iz? i- äl in eqs. (3.72b), (3.73), and (3.122) were actually defined as:

(45) I/lll = Iül +6
|12_3| = Iüiäl +6

The surface temperature distribution, determined using the Roel algorithm, is
plotted in Fig. 24 for the values of 6 = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 . Although from this
plot it is evident that the choice of 6 = 0.05 exhibits the least amount of dissi-
pation, it aslo exhibits an undesired jump. Thus, the choice of 6 = 0.1 was used
to modify all of the Roe-type flux-difference schemes. The results from the three
Steger-Warming-type schemes, SW1, SW2, and SW3, are plotted in Fig. 15 for
the symmetry line temperature distribution and in Fig. 20 for the surface tem-
perature distribution. The results from the three Van Leer-type schemes, VL1,
VL2, and VL3, are plotted in Fig. 16 for the symmetry line temperature distrib- _
ution and in Fig. 21 for the surface temperature distribution. The results from
the four Roe-type schemes, Roel, Roe2, Roe3, and Roe4, are plotted in Fig. 17
for the symmetry line temperature distribution and in Fig. 22 for the surface
temperature distribution. Again, very little Variation is seen between solutions
of the same splitting type. The same conclusion of little Variation in solution can
be made for the other flow variables, as indicated by the plots of symmetry line
pressure distribution, Fig. 18, and surface pressure distribution, Fig. 23, for the
three schemes SW1, VL1, and Roel by Grossman and Walters [25]. The tem-
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perature contour for the hypersonic blunt body problem is given in Fig. 25 while
the pressure contour is given in Fig. 26.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Of the ten algorithms tested, no significant variations were observed between the
the various solutions, other than the presence of a g/itch at sonic points for all of
the Steger-Warming-type flux-vector splittings. With regard to programming
ease and efficiency, the algorithms of Grossman and Walters [25] are clearly su-
perior, as indicated in the derivations of chapter 3 for the following reasons:

(i) They do not require the additional calculation of the variables ·
pp and pp, which are utilized in all of the other flux-splitting
algorithms.

(ii) Their formulation of the Roe-type flux difference scheme is the
only one that does not require separate evaluations for cases
when Ap or A6 are near zero.

(iii) All of their splittings are formulated exactly like the perfect
gas versions, with the real gas effects being incorporated by the
the use of a variable ratio of specific heats, y, and an equivalent
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sound speed, 5. A concern of some of the references [26-28] was that
the splittings of Grossman and Walters [6,25], based on an equivalent Mach
number, would inaccurately split the flux. The comparisons of figs. 7-9, 13-15,
and 18-20 indicate that this is not the case.

With regard to the Steger-Warming-type flux-vector split schemes, the most
cumbersome formulation was SW2 by Liou et al., in which the pseudo Hux-
splitting of Fi = F; + 0.5F’ was utilized. The SW3 splitting of Vinokur and liu
was very similar to the SW1 splitting of Grossman and Walters, the main differ-
ences being the definition of the ratio of specific heats, the sound speed, and the
energy flux associated with the wave speed /1, = u.

ln regard to the Van Leer—type flux-vector splitting schemes, the only differences
between the three algorithms occurred in the formulation of the energy flux and
again the definitions of the sound speed and the ratio of specific heats.

The greatest variation among algorithms of the same type occurred for the Roe-
type flux-difference splitting. All of the algorithms except Roel by Grossman
and Walters required Roe-averaged partial derivatives of the pressure with re-
spect to density and energy, i.e. ,5,, and ,5,. The most complicated of these aver-
agings was that of Vinokur and Liu, due partially to their choice of the state
equation as p = p(p, p6) rather than p = p(p, 6). A11 of the proposed averages
require a "fix" when Ap or A6 —> 0 Vinokur and Liu [27] stated that their method
was valid when either A6 or Ap —> 0. However, if Ap, Ap —> 0 at the same time,
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as in the freestream, their choice for 1% becomes undefined. A similar problem
occurs for the choice of pp when Ac —> 0 and pp when Ap —> 0 in the definitions by
Liou et al. [26]. The only author that recognized this problem and included his
own fix was Glaister [28], who proposed arithmetic averaging of the derivatives
after evaluation at the left and right states. However, his computations for pp and
pp required the greatest number of calls to the thermodynamic curve fits, and thus
the greatest amount of CPU time.

For future consideration, these methods should be compared on a viscous test
problem. Also, they should be tested with other equilibrium chemistry models.
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APPENDIX A

The flux Jacobian A is defined as:

@2 @3 @3 @2
001 001 001 001
@2 @3 @3 @2
Ö “ Ö Ö(AJ) A = Ä}; = 02 002 0202@Q
@2 öß @3 @2
003 003 003 003 -@2 @3 @3 @2
004 004 004 004

where

01 P
0 Pu

04 PE

and
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(Z2
2A P6 .12., I,

Ä puz -1- p ql
A.3 F = = = ,( ) Jg puvE

-1-A Mp P) q2(q4 + P)
611

with

2 2(,4.4) E = 4 + Lél

and

(A-5) P = P(P, 6*) -
Inspection of eq. (A.4) indicates that:

+ 2 i
(,4.6)

42621
and consequently that:

(A-7) P = P[P(611), @(611,612, 613, 614)] -
Hence, the partial derivatives of p with respect to q, can be expressed as:

ÖP ÖP ae 1 442 +
Öql

-— + — pp + p 2
— 8 pe

8l



E
l

PP _ ÖP öe u(A9) öqz
—

öe ö(pu)
— —

P pe

öp öp ae v.10 — = ——- = — ——(A ) Öqg Öe Ö(pv) P pe

ÖP ÖP öe 1(A11) öqg
_

öe ö(pE)
_

P pe

where

Ö ö(A.12)

andEvaluationof the flux Jacobian, eq. (A.l), yields:

O 1 0 O22 pe q pe pe pe
(/1.13):1:

pp—u+p(2 _€) u(2_P) _vP
P _ .— uv v u 0

2
u[pp——H-l-%(Ej——e)] H—u2% —uv—% u(1-l-$2;)
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Riemann problem
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Figure 2. Variation of Steger-Warming split mass Flux with Mach number
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Figure 4. Structured mesh for the supersonic inlet problem: l0° com-pression followed by a 10° expansion. 201 grid points in the axialdirection, 51 grid points in the normal direction.
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Figure 5. Surface temperature distribution for the supersonic inletproblem: The inlet conditions are Mx = 5.0, px = latm., andTx=3573°K. Comparison of the Steger-Warming·type flux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer—type flux-vector split scheme,and the Roe-type flux—difference split scheme of Grossman andWalters [25].
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Figure 7. Surface temperature distribution for the supersonic inlet problem
in Fig. 5 comparing various Steger-Warming—type ilux-vector
split schemes: SWI: Grossman and Walters [25], SW2: Liou,
Van Leer, and Shuen [26], SW3: Vinokur and Liu [27].
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Figure 8. Surface temperature distribution for the supersonic inlet problem
in Fig. 5 comparing various Van Leer-type flux—vector splitschemes: VL1: Grossman and Walters [25], VL2: Liou, Van
Leer, and Shuen [26], VL3: Vinokur and Liu [27].
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Figure 9. Surface temperature distribution for the supersonic inlet problemin Fig. 5 comparing various Roe-type flux-difference splitschemes: Roel: Grossman and Walters [25], R0e2: Liou, VanLeer, and Shuen [26], Roe3: Vinokur and Liu [27], Roe4: Glaister[28].
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Figure 10. Surface pressure distribution for the supersonic inletproblem: The inlet conditions are Mm = 5.0, pw = latm., andTw = 3573°K. Comparison of the Steger-Warming~type flux-
vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type flux-vector split scheme,
and the Roe-type flux-difference split scheme of Grossman andWalters [25].
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Figure ll. Temperature coritour for the supersoriic irilet problem in Fig. 5
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Syrnrnetry Line Ternperature Distribution
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Figure 14. Symmetry line temperature distribution For the hypersonic bluntbody problem: The inlet conditions are him = 24.5,pm = 5l.63pa., and Too = 268.57°K. Comparison oF the Steger-Warming-type Flux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type Flux-vector split scheme, and the Roe-type Flux—diFFerence splitscheme oF Grossman and Walters [25].
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Figure I5. Symmetry line temperature distribution for the hypersonic bluntbody problem in Fig. 14 comparing various Steger—Warming-type flux-vector split schemes: SWI: Grossman and Walters[25], SW2: Liou, Van Leer, and Shuen [26], SW3: Vinokur andLiu [27].
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Figure 16. Symmetry line temperature distribution For the hypersonic bluntbody problem in Fig. 14 comparing various Van Leer-type Flux-veetor split schemes: VL1: Grossman and Walters [25], VL2:Liou, Van Leer, and Shuen [26], VL3: Vinokur and Liu [27].
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Figure 17. Symmetry line temperature distribution for the hypersonic bluntbody problem in Fig. 14 comparing various Roe·type flux-difference split schemes: Roelc Grossman and Walters [25],Roe2: Liou, Van Leer, and Shuen [26], Roe3: Vinokur and Liu[27], Roe4: Glaister [28].
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Symrnetry Line Pressure Distribution
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Figure 18. Symmetry line pressure distribution For the hypersonic bluntbody problem: The inlet conditions are Alm = 24.5,pw = 5l.63pa., and Tx = 268.57°K. Comparison oF the Steger-
Warming-type Flux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type Flux-vector split scheme, and the Roe-type flux-diFFerence splitscheme of Grossman and Walters [25].
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Surface Ternperature Distribution
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Figure 19. Surface temperature distribution for the hypersonic blunt bodyproblem: The inlet conditions are Alm = 24.5, pm = 51.63pa.,and Tm = 268.57°K. Comparison of the Steger-Warming-typeflux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type flux-vector splitscheme, and the Roe-type f1ux·difference split scheme ofGrossman and Walters [25].
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Figure 20. Surface temperature distribution for the hypersonic blunt bodyproblem in Fig. 19 comparing various Steger-Warming·typeflux-vector split schemcs: SWl: Grossman and Walters [25],SW2: Liou, Van Leer, and Shuen [26], SW3: Vinokur and Liu[27].
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Figure 21. Surface temperature distribution for the hypersonic blunt bodyproblem in Fig. 19 comparing various Van Leer-type flux-vector
split schemes: VL1: Grossman and Walters [25], VL2: Liou,Van Leer, and Shuen [26], VL3: Vinokur and Liu [27].
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Figure 22. Surface temperature distribution for the hypersonic blunt bodyproblem in Fig. 19 comparing various Roe-type 1‘lux·differencesplit schemes: Roel: Grossman and Walters [25], Roe2: Liou,Van Leer, and Shuen [26], Roe3: Vinokur and Liu [27], Roe4:Glaister [28].
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Figure 23. Surface pressure distribution for the hypersonic blunt bodyproblem: The inlet conditions are 1Wm = 24.5, px = 5l.63pa.,and Tw = 268.57°K. Comparison of the Steger-Warming—type
flux-vector split scheme, the Van Leer-type flux-vector splitscheme, and the Roe-type flux-difference split scheme ofGrossman and Walters [25].
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Figure 24. Symmetry line pressure distribution for the hypersonie bluntbody problem in Fig. 19 comparing three values of epsilon forthe Roel scheme [6,25]
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Figure 26. Pressure contour for the hypersonic blunt body problem in Fig.I4
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